Introducing EDGE Diamond Tooling, the same Drillers Edge bits users
have come to trust in a new and improved bit matrix chart that allows
drillers to quickly and easily identify the tooling needed in any
drilling condition.

EDGE DIAMOND IMPREGNATED BITS
Di-Corp manufactures a range of EDGE Diamond
Impregnated Bits that are engineered to meet a wide
variety of drilling conditions. As we work with our
customers to continuously improve this product, each
matrix recipe is given careful consideration for wear
and performance. Only the matrices that successfully
meet all of the criteria outlined will be included in our
standard oﬀering as shown in our Impregnated Bit
Selection Chart.

EDGE CARBONADO BITS
EDGE Carbonado Bits are similar to surface set bits
but use carbonado diamonds which are considerably
tougher and more wear resistant than the natural
diamonds. As a result, the carbonado bits perform
better and last longer in more abrasive formations,
and oﬀer excellent core recovery in broken ground
conditions. These bits come in two standardized
crowns, “W” and “Tapered” and both are available
with Wide Waterway or Superﬂush Waterway.

EDGE TSD BITS
EDGE TSD Bits are set with thermally stable diamond
as the cutting elements are used in softer formations
MOHs 1 -3. These bits are set in a wear resistant matrix
that will tolerate abrasive formations and provide
exceptional penetration due to the aggressive exposure
of the cutters. The waterways on these bits are wide
and deep to handle the excessive cuttings developed by
these tools.

• soft to ultra hard formations
(MOHs Hardness Scale - 1 to 10)
• abrasive* or non abrasive
conditions
• competent, fractured or broken*
formations
Our Bit Selection Chart shows our
standard matrix oﬀering. All bits are
available in a multitude of sizes and
waterway conﬁgurations.
* As the abrasiveness and/or fractured and/or
broken conditions increase, so does the
amount of green/grey shown on the gauge on
the selection chart below.
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Our team of experts have an in depth
understanding of our complex product
line and the know-how to maximize
the performance and life of each bit.
Each unique matrix is designed to
cover a wide range of ground conditions
including:
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